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ABSTRACT

Lower-limb biomechatronic devices (i.e., prostheses and exoskeletons) depend upon onboard rechargeable batteries to power wearable sensors, actuators, and microprocessors, therein inherently limiting their operating durations. Regenerative braking, also termed electrical energy regeneration, represents a promising solution to the aforementioned shortcomings. Regenerative braking converts the otherwise dissipated mechanical energy during locomotion into electrical energy for recharging the onboard batteries, while simultaneously providing negative mechanical work for controlled system deceleration. This paper reviewed the electromechanical design and optimization of lower-limb biomechatronic devices with electrical energy regeneration. The technical review starts by examining human walking biomechanics (i.e., mechanical work, power, and torque about the hip, knee, and ankle joints) and proposes general design principles for regenerative braking prostheses and exoskeletons. Analogous to electric and hybrid electric vehicle powertrains, there are numerous mechatronic design components that could be optimized to maximize electrical energy regeneration, including the mechanical power transmission, electromagnetic machine, electrical drive, device mass and moment of inertia, and energy storage devices. Design optimization of these system components are individually discussed while referencing the latest advancements in robotics and automotive engineering. The technical review demonstrated that existing systems 1) are limited to level-ground walking applications, and 2) have maximum energy regeneration efficiencies between 30-37%. Accordingly, potential future directions for research and innovation include 1) regenerative braking during dynamic movements like sitting down and slope and staircase descent, and 2) utilizing high-torque-density electromagnetic machines and low-impedance mechanical power transmissions to maximize energy regeneration efficiencies.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Despite promising technological advancements in lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons, the widespread utility of these wearable biomechatronic devices remains fundamentally dependent upon untethered power sources. Electromechanical lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons have traditionally required significant amounts of electrical energy to power onboard sensors, actuators, and microprocessors during human locomotion [1-3]. Electrical energy has been provided through rechargeable lithium-polymer and lithium-ion batteries [1, 3-7]. Considering the geometric and mass constraints of biomimetic limb designs, the finite energy densities of rechargeable batteries and the significant energy requirements of electromechanical systems have brought about two prominent shortcomings compared to conventional passive devices: increased weight and limited operating durations [2-3, 7-12].

Most electromechanical lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons have required frequent recharging [1, 3, 6, 8]. For instance, the semi-powered Össur Rheo Knee (Iceland) and Ottobock C-Leg (Germany) require recharging approximately every 36 hours [13-14]. The Össur Power Knee, the only commercially-available powered lower-limb prosthesis, provides between 5-7 hours of continuous operation, depending upon the activity usage [4, 14-15]. A recent technical review from Laschowski and Andrysek [4] noted that amputee patients across numerous studies generally preferred semi-powered lower-limb prostheses over the Össur Power Knee. Subjective feedback indicated that the Power Knee’s substantial weight and limited battery lifespan were the main deterrents to continued usage [4]. Most powered lower-limb exoskeletons have
provided 1-5 hours of maximum operation [6]. Consequently, further advancements in untethered power sources for lower-limb biomechatronic devices are needed.

Biomechanical energy harvesting represents a promising solution to the aforementioned shortcomings. Biomechanical energy harvesting involves converting the otherwise dissipated mechanical energy during human locomotion into electrical energy for recharging the onboard batteries [14, 16]. Such energy regeneration technology can reduce the onboard battery weight and/or extend the operating durations between recharging, thereby enabling patients to ambulate longer distances and have greater independence [6-7, 15-17]. Humans expend approximately 10.7 MJ of metabolic energy each day, resembling the amount of energy stored in 800 AA (2500 mAh) batteries weighing approximately 20 kg [14]. Notable advances in biomechanical energy harvesting, particularly with semi-powered lower-limb exoskeletons for able-bodied individuals, have come from Donelan and colleagues [13, 16-19]. Their exoskeletons empirically demonstrated maximum energy regeneration efficiencies (i.e., percentage of mechanical energy converted into electrical energy) around 63% [18]. Several investigations have recently considered incorporating electrical energy regeneration into lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons for geriatrics and rehabilitation patients (i.e., individuals with lower-limb amputation, stroke, and spinal cord injury). To increase the familiarity and subsequent application of these wearable biomechatronic devices for clinical applications, the objective of the following technical review was to examine the electromechanical design and optimization of lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons with electrical energy regeneration.
Literature searches were conducted in prominent scientific and engineering databases, including: IEEE Xplore, ProQuest, Web of Science, MEDLINE, Scopus, EMBASE, and PubMed. Keywords included: prostheses, prosthetics, exoskeletons, energy regeneration, regenerative braking, biomechanical energy harvesting, power generation, backdrivable, four-quadrant operation, and human-powered devices. The technical review focused on publications written in English and published in peer-reviewed journals and conferences between 1980-2018. Regenerative systems encompassing only mechanical energy storage (e.g., elastic elements [20-22], hydraulic accumulators [23], and rotating flywheels [24]) and those situated external to lower-limb systems (e.g., electricity-generating backpacks [25]) were excluded. Mechanical energy storage devices were excluded because such devices generally contain lower energy densities than those involving electrochemical energy storage [26]. The technical review was organized into the following sections: human walking biomechanics and the prospective applications of regenerative braking, system design and optimization of regenerative powertrains, examples of lower-limb biomechatronic devices with electrical energy regeneration, and potential future directions for research and innovation.

2. HUMAN-POWERED DEVICES

Early biomechanical energy harvesting devices focused on generating electricity during heel-strike via compressing shoe-integrated generators comprising piezoelectric materials or electroactive polymers [5, 27]. These generators harvested between several microwatts and milliwatts of maximum electrical power during level-ground walking [5,
13-14, 25, 27], rendering them insufficient for recharging many lower-limb
biomechatronic devices considering that existing powered knee prostheses consume 43
± 30 W of average maximum electrical power during human locomotion [4]. Conversely,
rotational electromagnetic generators affixed to lower-limb joints have the potential to
regenerate several watts of electricity [28]. For optimal design and control of such
electromagnetic-based regenerative powertrains, an evaluation of human walking
biomechanics is first warranted.

2.1 Human Walking Biomechanics

Human joints perform both negative mechanical work (i.e., braking) and positive
mechanical work (i.e., motoring). The resultant joint torque and rotational velocity have
opposing polarities during braking, and the same polarities during motoring [14, 29-30].
Note that the human musculoskeletal system generates mechanical energy from
chemical (food) energy with maximum efficiencies around 25%, resembling that of many
internal combustion engines [13, 16]. Table 1 presents standard quantities of
mechanical work, power, and torque about the ankle, knee, and hip joints during 1 m/s
level-ground walking (i.e., comprising representative speeds of geriatrics and
rehabilitation patients) [1, 8, 20-24, 30].

Mechanical power was computed from the resultant joint torques and rotational
velocities and numerically integrated over time to determine joint biomechanical
energy. Compared to the ankle (28%) and hip (19%), the knee joint produces the most
negative mechanical work (92%) (see Table 1) [5, 14, 29-30]. These quantities represent
intra-joint percentages of negative mechanical work. The ankle joint generates the most
positive mechanical power [30]. The maximum resultant joint torques about the ankle are approximately 3.5 times greater than those about the knee (see Table 1). During level-ground walking, the human knee joint primarily resembles a damper mechanism, performing negative mechanical work through energy dissipation, and the ankle joint mainly resembles an actuating motor, performing positive mechanical work and generating forward propulsion.

Early research from Winter [29-30] identified four biomechanical states of the human knee joint during level-ground walking, including: energy dissipation following heel-strike (quadrant 1), energy generation during mid-stance (quadrant 2), energy dissipation around early-swing (quadrant 3), and energy dissipation during late-swing (quadrant 4). Only the latter state concerns the knee joint flexor actuators. These characteristic human walking biomechanics are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. Note that the “extension” and “flexion” terminology in Fig. 1 describe the resultant mechanical work from the knee joint extensor and flexor actuators, respectively. Most negative mechanical work, and therefore energy dissipation, occurs during late-swing [29-30]. The amount of negative work performed during late-swing is less dependent upon the knee joint rotational velocity than other locomotion states. For example, reducing average walking velocity from 1.5 m/s to 1.0 m/s decreased the late-swing and early-stance negative work quantities by 19% and 56%, respectively [13]. Consequently, many knee-centered biomechanical energy harvesting devices have focused on generating electricity specifically throughout late-swing [8, 13-16, 18-19, 31-32].

2.2 Regenerative Braking
Taking into consideration the aforementioned human gait biomechanics, most knee prostheses and exoskeletons have incorporated energy dissipating mechanisms to achieve biomimetic swing and stance control, including mechanical friction and hydraulic and pneumatic-based dampers [1, 6, 8, 33]. Rather than dissipating the mechanical energy as heat, said energy could instead be converted into electricity using an electromagnetic generator for recharging the onboard batteries, while simultaneously providing negative mechanical work for controlled system deceleration [11, 13, 15, 31, 33-37]. Such energy-efficient mechatronic designs resemble regenerative braking in electric and hybrid electric vehicles, which utilize electrical drives to digitally control the actuation system during motoring and braking operations [11, 15, 18, 26, 33, 37-41]. Together with innovations in automotive regenerative braking, operational ranges of electric vehicles have increased approximately 450% since the 1980s [9]. Accordingly, similar increases in operating durations might be achievable with lower-limb biomechatronic devices. Although similar to regenerative braking, dynamic braking involves dissipating the regenerated electrical energy using onboard resistors.

For optimal design of lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons with electrical energy regeneration, the knee joint demonstrates more applicable/advantageous biomechanics during level-ground walking than the ankle and hip joints. Considering the human knee joint performs the most negative mechanical work and undergoes the lowest resultant joint torques (see Table 1), knee-centered designs theoretically enable higher mechanical-to-electrical energy conversion and alleviate the demand for heavier mechanical power transmissions, respectively [14, 19, 33]. Coincidentally, few
mechatronic ankle prostheses and exoskeletons have included electrical energy regeneration [42].

3. SYSTEM DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION

Analogous to electric and hybrid electric vehicle powertrains [26, 40-41], there are numerous mechatronic design configurations that could facilitate regenerative braking in lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons. The mechanical power transmission, electromagnetic machine, electrical drive, device mass and moment of inertia, and energy storage devices each represent several system components that could be optimized to maximize electrical energy regeneration without adversely affecting human walking biomechanics [1, 9, 13-14]. Previous research has indicated that maximum energy regeneration and reference joint biomechanics tracking are conflicting objective functions [43].

3.1 Mechanical Power Transmissions

Human walking involves relatively slow lower-limb joint rotational velocities (e.g., approximately 20 rpm) [14]. In contrast, electromagnetic machines generally operate most efficiently at higher rotational velocities (e.g., 1000-10,000 rpm) [5, 14, 22, 31]. Mechanical power transmissions, like gear mechanisms and harmonic drives, can increase the lower-limb joint rotational velocities to those more suitable for electromagnetic machines, therefore enhancing power conversion [14, 17, 28, 44-46]. Transmission parameters like gear ratio and energy efficiency should be incorporated into the system design optimization [7, 10, 13, 45-49]. Although high transmission ratios might be considered favorable for such biomechatronic applications, increasing the
number of gear train stages, for instance, decreases the transmission efficiency through
higher friction and increases the mechanism weight and mechanical impedance [10, 13-
14, 45-46, 48-49]. Increasing the number of gear train stages moreover increases the
mechanical backlash and structural complexity [43]. Higher transmission ratios within
one stage might be more advantageous than distributing them across multiple stages
[46]. Nevertheless, the gear diameters within one stage cannot be designed arbitrarily
wide considering the geometric constraints of lower-limb systems [13].

Compared to gear mechanisms, which contain fixed transmission ratios,
continuously variable transmissions might produce more efficient energy regeneration
[3, 7, 22]. Human lower-limb joint rotational velocities can vary significantly within given
ambulatory movements [3, 7]. Nevertheless, electromagnetic machines generally
operate most efficiently at constant velocities [14]. Continuously variable transmissions
can vary the transmission ratios to maintain constant rotational velocities of
electromagnetic machines, and therefore optimal efficiency, despite variations in
mechanical inputs [3, 7, 14, 22]. Previously reported continuously variable transmission
designs have achieved maximum energy efficiencies above 90% [22]. Such automatic
power transmissions were originally designed for motorized vehicle applications to
enhance fuel economy by maintaining optimal transmission ratios across varying
operating conditions. Apart from varying the transmission ratios continuously within
given ambulatory movements (i.e., using continuously variable transmissions), actively
variable transmissions could be utilized to change the transmission ratios when
transitioning between ambulatory movements with different speed-torque requirements [3, 7].

3.2 Electromagnetic Machines

Electromagnetic motors convert electrical energy into mechanical energy. When backdriven, motors operate as electromagnetic generators, converting mechanical energy into electrical energy [36, 41, 50-51]. Most powered lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons have been motorized with direct current (DC) electromagnetic machines, specifically permanent-magnet brushed and brushless DC motors [3-4, 6-7, 42, 52-57]. For brushless DC motors, the permanent magnets and windings are situated on the rotational and stationary elements, respectively [57]. The opposite holds for brushed DC motors, wherein the electromotive forces (i.e., voltages) are produced within electrical conductors (i.e., armature windings) rotating inside a permanent magnetic field. When the armature windings are connected to an electrical load, current subsequently flows and generates electricity [11, 17]. Brushless DC motors are generally more energy-efficient (85-90%) than brushed DC motors (75-80%) and have higher power densities, which might explain their growing implementation among robotics and biomechatronic systems [57]. Brushed DC motors, together with harmonic drives, have demonstrated maximum power densities ranging between 200-300 W/kg [10]. In comparison, human muscle actuators have maximum power densities around 500 W/kg [10].

Many electrical and mechanical parameters of electromagnetic machines can be incorporated into the system design optimization to maximize electrical efficiency, including: the motor constant, motor torque constant, armature winding resistance and
inductance, back electromotive force constant, maximum rated torque and rotational velocity, and rotor moment of inertia [9, 13, 38, 45, 47-48, 58]. Note that the back electromotive force constant corresponds with the motor velocity constant. Although the aforementioned parameters are predetermined from the manufacturer, system optimization for electrical efficiency could assist with machine selection. Recent research involving regenerative braking lower-limb prostheses advocated for selecting electromagnetic machines with high motor constants and/or low armature winding resistances to decrease the needed transmission ratios [47].

3.3 Electrical Drive Systems

Electrical drives are commonly employed for controlling electromagnetic machines. These intelligent control systems incorporate microprocessor controllers, onboard sensors, and power modulating circuits. Figure 2 presents an example electrical drive system. By digitally controlling the electrical energy entering and leaving the electromagnetic machine, electrical drives 1) provide safeguards against short-circuiting, and 2) indirectly control the rotor torque, rotational velocity, and direction of rotation [39]. Contrasting automotive systems which initiate regenerative braking via manually pushing the brake pedal, control systems of lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons must automatically determine the motoring and braking periods [13, 18-19]. Onboard sensors like inertial measurement units [3, 7, 52-53] and rotary encoders [31, 53, 55] measure the system operation and provide closed-loop feedback to the microprocessor controller [31-32, 46, 55]. Error between the experimental and reference quantities are
computed and typically entered into a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller, which outputs control commands to the power modulators [39].

Utilizing instructions from the embedded controller, the power modulating circuit 1) digitally controls the frequency and amplitude of electrical energy between the electromagnetic machine and energy storage devices, and 2) converts between alternating and direct current waveforms when needed [28, 39]. Power modulators in lower-limb biomechatronic devices with energy regeneration have mainly comprised H-bridge electrical circuits [2, 9, 11, 36, 53, 55, 59]. Other preferential circuits have included voltage source converters and buck-boost converters [9, 38-39, 43]. Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) are frequently implemented for electrical amplifiers and switches [8, 11, 38, 44, 53]. MOSFETs are voltage-controlled switches that consume minimal electrical energy, making them appropriate for battery-powered biomechatronics. Generally speaking, regenerative braking systems include bidirectional power modulators that facilitate four-quadrant operation of electromagnetic machines, including: forward braking, forward motoring, reverse motoring, and reverse braking [3, 7, 9, 31, 37-39, 41, 44, 59]. For additional information on the aforementioned electrical drive elements, the authors recommend the electronics engineering textbook from Wildi [60].

3.4 Device Mass and Moment of Inertia

Design engineers should take into consideration how, when compared to conventional lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons, carrying specialized regenerative braking components (e.g., the mechanical power transmission and/or electromagnetic
machine) affect human metabolic power [14-15]. The energy efficiencies of such biomechatronic systems could be characterized via the relationship between changes in electrical energy and changes in metabolic energy, specifically the differences in metabolic energy expenditure while ambulating with and without the specialized regenerative components [14]. Notable design parameters theoretically affecting human metabolic power include device mass and moment of inertia about biological joints [3, 7, 10, 14, 45-46, 49].

Human gait experiments have demonstrated that carrying additional weight more distally on the lower-limbs generally coincides with higher metabolic energy expenditure [3, 7, 10, 13-15, 46, 61-62]. Design optimization for system energy efficiencies should consider minimizing device mass and moment of inertia about biological joints [3, 7, 10, 13-15, 28, 45-46, 49, 61-62]. Minimizing such inertial parameters would be particularly important when designing pediatric biomechatronic devices, considering the unique geometric and weight constraints [63-64]. Furthermore, relating to socket-suspended lower-limb prostheses, minimizing the device weight would theoretically decrease musculoskeletal pain occurrences associated with excessive tugging (tension forces) on the prosthesis-residuum interface [3, 65]. Note that prospective reductions in battery weight from incorporating electrical energy regeneration would, to some extent, counterbalance the added weight of the regenerative components [33]. Minimizing device mass and moment of inertia would moreover decrease the corresponding electromagnetic machine torque requirements. Lightweight composite materials could be utilized for the chassis and mechanical power
transmission designs to minimize device weight \([3, 14, 28, 45]\). To the authors’ knowledge, previous investigations have not evaluated the metabolic effects of carrying specialized regenerative braking components with geriatrics and rehabilitation patients.

### 3.5 Energy Storage Devices

Many lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons have incorporated mechanical energy storage and return systems, including elastic elements \([6, 20-22, 31, 50, 55-56, 62]\), hydraulic accumulators \([6, 23]\), and rotating flywheels \([24]\). Storing energy mechanically during human locomotion circumvents the inefficiencies associated with energy domain conversion (i.e., mechanical to electrochemical, back to mechanical) \([22]\). Nevertheless, incorporating elastic elements can significantly increase the complexity of the system dynamics and control \([45, 49]\) and increase the overall mechanism weight. Conversely, electrochemical energy storage devices generally have higher energy densities (e.g., 108-190 Wh/kg) than those involving mechanical energy storage (e.g., less than 10 Wh/kg) \([4, 26]\). Most powered lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons have used rechargeable lithium-polymer or lithium-ion batteries \([3-4, 6-7, 31, 52-56, 62]\). For biomechanical energy harvesting during level-ground walking, the rates at which mechanical energy should be converted for effective system deceleration are higher than those associated with battery recharging \([2, 47, 59]\). Accordingly, energy storage devices with faster charging and discharging rates are warranted.

Electrochemical double-layer capacitors, also termed ultracapacitors or supercapacitors, represent an emerging energy storage method utilized in mechatronics engineering. Ultracapacitors are designed for maximum power densities \([2, 26, 34, 47,\)
Their low internal resistances permit rapid charging and discharging, with maximum bidirectional electrical currents of approximately 1000 A [35]. Ultracapacitors are becoming increasingly lightweight and inexpensive [2, 35, 51, 57, 59, 67]. These design features might explain their growing implementation among robotics and automotive systems with electrical energy regeneration [26, 35, 38, 40, 51, 57-59, 66, 68-69]. Although conventional ultracapacitors contain low energy densities relative to electrical batteries, recent breakthroughs in nanotechnology are enabling the fabrication of graphene-based ultracapacitors, which have attained energy densities of approximately 64 Wh/kg [35, 59]. An optimal energy storage system for lower-limb biomechatronic devices might include both ultracapacitors, for rapid charging and discharging, and electrical batteries, for extended operation [57-59].

4. REPRESENTATIVE BIOMECHATRONICS RESEARCH

The following examples represent the majority of research publications pertaining to lower-limb biomechatronic devices with electrical energy regeneration. Although other lower-limb prostheses have included electrical drives with four-quadrant operation, specifically those from Goldfarb’s group [32, 52-54], Lenzi’s group [7], and Herr’s group [22, 31, 42, 55-56], limited information regarding their electricity generation capabilities have been disseminated. Furthermore, while the lower-limb exoskeletons from Goldfarb and colleagues [70-79], Rouse and colleagues [61-62], and Gregg and colleagues [45, 49] have comprised backdriveable actuator-transmission systems, and therefore capable of regenerative braking, such biomechatronic devices have not explicitly demonstrated electrochemical energy storage and regeneration.
4.1 Example 1: Powered Lower-Limb Prosthesis Design

The earliest documented powered lower-limb prosthesis with electrical energy regeneration originated from Flowers’s and colleagues during the 1980s [33-34, 36, 43]. Different combinations of belt drives, magnetic-particle brakes, gears, and linkage mechanisms encompassed the mechanical power transmission [33-34, 43]. The actuation and electrical drive systems included a permanent-magnet DC machine and bidirectional pulse-width modulated power converters, respectively [33-34, 43]. The switching converters comprised H-bridge electrical circuits containing MOSFETs [33]. The microprocessor controller utilized feedback from onboard optical encoders and torque transducers [33, 43]. Electrolytic capacitors provided electrical energy storage [33-34, 43].

Computational methods were used to optimize the mechanical power transmission design, device weight, and permanent-magnet DC machine parameters [33-34, 43]. The optimization objectives included maximizing electrical energy regeneration and swing-phase reference joint biomechanics tracking [43]. Further information regarding such computational methods was not published. Gait experiments were conducted with able-bodied individuals wearing prosthetic emulator devices. The maximum energy regeneration efficiencies were approximately 30% [43]. To further increase electrical energy regeneration, the authors concluded that higher capacitance energy storage devices were needed but were commercially unavailable during that time [33].

4.2 Example 2: Semi-Powered Lower-Limb Prosthesis Design
Between 2007 and 2009, Andrysek’s group designed and prototyped a regenerative braking semi-powered lower-limb prosthesis (see Fig. 3) [1, 8]. The design objectives included 1) achieve biomimetic swing-phase damping control using an electromagnetic machine, and 2) convert the otherwise dissipated mechanical energy into electrical energy for recharging the onboard batteries [1, 8]. The mechanical power transmission included spur gears and a planetary gearhead [8]. Electricity generation and mechanical damping were provided using a brushed DC electromagnetic machine [1, 8]. Wearable sensors (e.g., an accelerometer and rotary potentiometer) delivered feedback to the controller regarding the system operation [8]. MOSFET switches controlled the electrical energy between the electromagnetic machine and nickel-metal hydride batteries [1, 8]. The electrical circuit included a polarized capacitor [1, 8].

The prototype device weighed approximately 1.1 kg, resembling that of the semi-powered Össur Rheo Knee and Ottobock C-Leg [8]. Level-ground gait experiments were conducted with three (n=3) unilateral lower-limb amputee patients [8]. Throughout “comfortable” and “brisk” walking velocities, the prototype device generated approximately 2.1 W and 3.0 W of maximum electrical power, respectively. The corresponding average maximum energy regeneration efficiencies were 37% and 35% [8]. Reference joint biomechanics were obtained from the patient’s contralateral biological lower-limbs using wearable sensors. The swing-phase damping controllers achieved prosthetic joint biomechanics that were approximately 90% comparable with the reference biomechanics [8].

4.3 Example 3: Modelling and Optimal Control of Lower-Limb Prostheses
Simon, Richter, Van Den Bogert, and colleagues have most recently investigated the design optimization and control of regenerative braking lower-limb prostheses through dynamic modelling and simulation [2, 9, 12, 35, 38, 47, 51, 57-59, 66-68, 80]. Their multibody system models included powered biomimetic hip joints with two degrees-of-freedom and semi-powered prosthetic knee joints with one degree-of-freedom [66]. The mechanical power transmissions comprised various combinations of ball-screw mechanisms, gears, and slider-crank linkages [2, 47, 59, 68]. The power conversion devices (i.e., DC electromagnetic machines) and energy storage devices (i.e., ultracapacitors) were computationally modelled using ideal gyrators and capacitors, respectively [2, 38, 47, 58, 66, 68, 80]. Different power modulating circuits like voltage source converters [2, 9, 38] and bidirectional buck-boost converters [9] were implemented to control the electrical energy between the simulated DC electromagnetic machines and ultracapacitors.

Biogeography-based evolutionary algorithms were employed to optimize various mechatronic design parameters (e.g., the mechanical power transmission geometry and capacitor electrical capacitance) [2, 12, 38, 47, 58-59, 66-68, 80]. The multiobjective optimizations included maximizing electrical energy regeneration and referencing joint biomechanics tracking [38, 47, 80]. Pareto efficiencies were used to analytically determine optimal weightings since the objective functions were conflicting (i.e., increasing electrical energy regeneration concurrently decreased the reference joint biomechanics tracking) [47, 66-67, 80]. Reference joint biomechanics were obtained from able-bodied individuals [38]. Tracking accuracies were quantified using root-mean-
square deviations (RMSD). The optimizations produced “acceptable” amounts of maximum reference joint biomechanics tracking (RMSD of 1.0°) and energy regeneration (131 joules of electrical energy) throughout 5-second computer simulations, respectively [66]. The average maximum energy regeneration efficiencies were approximately 30% [38, 58, 68]. Moving forward, the authors suggested that incorporating human musculoskeletal dynamics and adaptive motor control representations into their computational models could facilitate more effective biomechatronic system optimizations [47].

5. DISCUSSION

Compared to conventional passive lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons, the newly-developed biomechatronic devices have greater weights and limited operating durations [2, 4, 7-9, 11-12, 32, 50]. These shortcomings are particularly evident with powered assistive devices. For example, powered lower-limb prostheses under research and development have weighed between 1.7-6.9 kg (i.e., average of 4.0 ± 1.1 kg) and provided 1.5-8.7 hours of continuous functioning (i.e., average of 3.1 ± 2.2 hours) [4]. Most powered lower-limb exoskeletons have provided 1-5 hours of maximum operation [6]. Optimal power management control systems like regenerative braking could be utilized to minimize the onboard battery weight and/or extend the operating durations between recharging. This research reviewed the electromechanical design and optimization of lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons with electrical energy regeneration. The technical review began with a biomechanical evaluation of human level-ground walking and proposed general design principles for regenerative braking.
prostheses and exoskeletons. The system design and optimization of different mechatronic components (i.e., the mechanical power transmission, electromagnetic machine, electrical drive, device mass and moment of inertia, and energy storage devices) were discussed. The technical review concluded by highlighting several examples of lower-limb biomechatronic devices with regenerative powertrains, the majority of which encompassed prosthetic knee mechanisms [1-2, 7-9, 12, 33-36, 38, 43, 47, 58-59, 66-68, 80]. Excluding the seminal research by Flowers’s and colleagues during the 1980s [33-34, 36, 43], most research pertaining to lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons with electrical energy regeneration have only recently been published (i.e., average publication year: 2014 ± 4).

5.1 Current Limitations and Future Directions

Despite the aforementioned technological advancements, there remains numerous innovative opportunities for maximizing electrical energy regeneration with lower-limb biomechatronic devices. The maximum amounts of regenerated electrical energy are fundamentally dependent upon 1) the system energy regeneration efficiencies, and 2) the maximum amounts of biomechanical energy available for regeneration [33, 36-37].

5.1.1 Biomechanical Energetics

Previous investigations of lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons with regenerative powertrains have focused on level-ground walking [1-2, 8-9, 11-19, 33-34, 38, 43-44, 47, 58, 66, 68, 80]. Whereas the human knee joint biomechanics during level-ground walking encompasses high percentages of negative mechanical work, the
amounts of mechanical energy available for regeneration are relatively limited (see Table 1). Dynamic movements like sitting down and slope and staircase descent alternatively necessitate significant amounts, and percentages, of negative mechanical work for braking control [3, 7, 11, 15, 44, 61-62, 66, 68, 81-82]. Grabowski and colleagues [81] recently demonstrated that patients with unilateral lower-limb amputations (n=10) walking at 1.25 m/s on level-ground performed approximately 0.25 J/kg of knee joint negative mechanical work during one locomotion stride. In comparison, walking down 9° slopes produced approximately 0.9 J/kg of knee joint negative mechanical work [81]. Steeper downward slopes theoretically require greater amounts of negative mechanical work for system deceleration, and therefore increased amounts of biomechanical energy available for regeneration [81]. Regenerating electrical energy during these everyday activities represents an unexplored and potentially effective method for recharging the onboard batteries of lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons. Apart from biomechanical energy harvesting, quantitively investigating sitting and standing movements, and slope and staircase ambulation, would be clinically meaningful considering that minimal research has examined the biomechanics of geriatrics and rehabilitation patients performing these dynamic movements with lower-limb biomechatronic devices [3, 6-7, 61-62].

5.1.2 Energy Regeneration Efficiencies

Limited research has investigated the design optimization of lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons conducive to maximizing energy regeneration efficiencies. Such optimizations would involve 1) systematically determining the mechanisms of
energy dissipation and 2) minimizing such system inefficiencies. Building upon the legged robotics research from Kim's group [83-87], probable mechanisms of energy dissipation while ambulating with lower-limb biomechatronic devices include: Joule heating in the electromagnetic machine armature windings, friction in the mechanical power transmissions, and foot-ground inelastic impacts (see Fig. 4) [3, 10, 35-36, 48-50, 58-59, 67-68, 84-85]. Electrical battery self-discharging was considered relatively insignificant. Note that regenerative powertrain efficiencies depend upon both the actuator efficiency (i.e., mechanical-to-electrical energy conversion) and battery efficiency (i.e., electrical-to-chemical energy conversion). The energy dissipated from foot-ground inelastic impacts could be minimized by decreasing the impacting mass, specifically lighter mechatronic system designs [10, 46, 84-85, 87]. Joule heating has been the predominant mechanism of energy dissipation in many mechatronic locomotor systems, including lower-limb prostheses and dynamic legged robots [3, 10, 84-85]. Recent research involving regenerative braking lower-limb prostheses reported that energy dissipation from Joule heating was 2-3 times greater than that from friction in the mechanical power transmission [68].

Joule heating can be minimized using different mechatronic design configurations. Gear mechanisms with high transmission ratios theoretically decrease Joule heating by minimizing the electromagnetic machine torque requirements [10, 45-46, 84-85, 87-88]. Nevertheless, high-ratio mechanical power transmissions can increase the mechanism weight, friction, and mechanical impedance [10, 45-46, 48-49, 62, 85-88]. High mechanical impedances decrease the effectiveness of dynamic physical
interactions with the surrounding environment (i.e., backdrivability) and increase the energy dissipation resulting from foot-ground inelastic impacts [10, 45-46, 48, 61, 83, 85-88]. Alternatively, employing electromagnetic machines with high-torque-densities can decrease Joule heating by minimizing the electrical current required for sufficient torque generation [45-46, 49, 84-85, 87-88]. High-torque-density electromagnetic machines can decrease the transmission ratios needed for dynamic locomotion, thereby circumventing the aforementioned deficiencies associated with high-gearing systems, while minimizing the energy dissipation resulting from Joule heating (see Fig. 4) [45-46, 88]. Implementing these mechatronic design principles, the dynamic legged robots from Kim’s group have demonstrated maximum energy efficiencies above 63% [84-85]. In comparison, the maximum energy regeneration efficiencies of lower-limb biomechatronic devices have ranged between 30-37%. Future research should consider optimizing the mechatronic system designs of lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons for maximizing energy regeneration efficiencies, thereby enabling geriatrics and rehabilitation patients to independently ambulate without the existing inconvenience of frequent recharging.

6. CONCLUSION

Electrical energy regeneration can enhance the energy efficiencies of lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons via converting the otherwise dissipated biomechanical energy during human locomotion into electrical energy for recharging the onboard batteries, therein enabling lighter energy storage devices and/or extending the operating durations. This research reviewed the electromechanical design and
optimization of regenerative powertrains for lower-limb biomechatronic devices. The technical review demonstrated that existing lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons with electrical energy regeneration 1) are limited to level-ground walking applications, and 2) have maximum energy regeneration efficiencies between 30-37%. Accordingly, potential future directions for research and innovation include 1) regenerative braking during dynamic movements like sitting down and slope and staircase descent, and 2) utilizing high-torque-density electromagnetic machines and low-impedance mechanical power transmissions to maximize energy regeneration efficiencies.
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Table Caption List

Table 1  The resultant mechanical work, power, and torque about the ankle, knee, and hip joints during level-ground walking as determined from inverse dynamics simulations. Biomechanical data obtained from an 80-kg human walking at 1 m/s [5, 14, 30]. The negative work percentages (%) represent the intra-joint percentages of negative mechanical work from the total joint mechanical work performed during each step.
Figure Captions List

**Fig. 1** Schematic of the human knee joint biomechanics during level-ground walking. The resultant joint torque and rotational velocity are represented with tau and theta dot, respectively. Quadrants 1 and 2 occur during stance-phase, and quadrants 3 and 4 occur during swing-phase.

**Fig. 2** Example of an electrical drive system for electromagnetic machines including both motoring and generating operations (i.e., represented with bidirectional arrows).

**Fig. 3** Photograph of the regenerative braking semi-powered lower-limb prosthesis designed and prototyped by Dr. Jan Andrysek (University of Toronto, Canada).

**Fig. 4** Representation of different energy dissipating mechanisms associated with mechatronic locomotor systems (i.e., lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons, and dynamic legged robots), alongside recommended design principles for minimizing such system inefficiencies. Schematic adapted from Dr. Sangbae Kim (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA) [84-85].
**Table 1.** The resultant mechanical work, power, and torque about the ankle, knee, and hip joints during level-ground walking as determined from inverse dynamics simulations. Biomechanical data obtained from an 80-kg human walking at 1 m/s [5, 14, 30]. The negative work percentages (%) represent the intra-joint percentages of negative mechanical work from the total joint mechanical work performed during each step

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint</th>
<th>Total Work (J/step)</th>
<th>Average Power (W)</th>
<th>Maximum Torque (Nm)</th>
<th>Negative Work (J/step)</th>
<th>Negative Work (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ankle</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>91.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>40-80</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the human knee joint biomechanics during level-ground walking. The resultant joint torque and rotational velocity are represented with \(\tau\) and \(\dot{\theta}\), respectively. Quadrants 1 and 2 occur during stance-phase, and quadrants 3 and 4 occur during swing-phase.
Fig. 2 Example of an electrical drive system for electromagnetic machines including both motoring and generating operations (i.e., represented with bidirectional arrows)
Fig. 3 Photograph of the regenerative braking semi-powered lower-limb prosthesis designed and prototyped by Dr. Jan Andrysek (University of Toronto, Canada)
Fig. 4 Representation of different energy dissipating mechanisms associated with mechatronic locomotor systems (i.e., lower-limb prostheses and exoskeletons, and dynamic legged robots), alongside recommended design principles for minimizing such system inefficiencies. Schematic adapted from Dr. Sangbae Kim (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA) [84-85]